**The Company**

Our client, well-known in the paper industry, is currently looking to fill the following vacancy: Process and Development Engineer.

**The Position**

Reporting to the production manager, your main responsibility will be to guarantee the proper functioning of the production machines. To this end, your tasks will include:

- Optimization of the production line via continuous improvement (analysis of malfunctions, implementation of “Best Practices,” ensuring process reliability, implementation of new operational procedures, planning and optimization of maintenance-related interruptions, and leading reliability and installation projects)

- Adaptation of the production line (modify production equipment in accordance with commercial and market demands, introduce new equipment, participate in supplier sourcing, analyze technical offers, studies, and choose new equipment with testing and introduction phases)

- Administration of technical documentation and carrying out performance comparisons (updating basic technical documentation and procedural documents, in cooperation with the quality and HSE departments, technological marketing with comparative technical studies of the competition)

**Your Profile**

Having successfully completed a vocational or university program as a Papermaker / Paper Engineer, you ideally have 2-5 years’ experience in the paper industry.

At least some experience in production or process development is absolutely necessary, as well as conversational fluency in French and English.

Your curiosity, interpersonal skills, dynamic nature, and practical thinking capabilities will help you successfully carry out your tasks.

**Please send your application to:** c.wintz@rheinbruecke-c.com